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JNew ·Mexic·a ~
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Dorothy Davidson won the
ASUNM. vice presidency,
Poetry Series and the two
amendments. passed
in
yesterday's. election,

DAILY-

•

' Students Attack Standards

R.Etgents Hear Protests

Photo by Dan Herrera

By Marit S .. Tully
UNM's Regents listened to.
·minority protests centering
around the University's ad-·
missions standards and deferred
action on the Student Standards
anc;l Grievance Committee at
their meeting yesterday.
' About 200 persons crowded into the Roberts Room to hear
discussion between the Regents
and spokesmen for campus ethnic
organizations.
Part of the crowd, which was
mostly chicano with some Indians, blacks and whites, carried
signs and chanted outside
Scholes HaJJ before joi'nlng the
meeting inside.
Jaime Chavez, who said he
represented groups such as
MECHA (Moviento Estudiante
Chicano de Aztlan), MALSA
(Mexican-American Law Students Association), Chicano and
Native American Studies, black

organizations and G.I. Forum
ask~d the Regents to reconsider
the new admissions standards
going into ~ffect September 1977 ..
He said his group was against
a UNM junior college because it
would be a dumping ground for
minorities and he asked the
Regents also to consider free
tuition.
Chavez {'aid UNM should have
open adn}issions and activel'y
recruit minority high-school
students so UNM would
represent the state ethnically.
''UNM's duty to-ac'hieve
population parity (with the state)
overrides any other interest,"
Chavez said.
He said the college-enrichment
and special-services program .
should be expanded because they
help minority students overcome
educational disadvantages and
they increase motivation.
Sam Johnson, a black law

Calvin Horn

M·ale Grads. Out of Luck
sonnel officer will mumble about · There are a few bits of light
By Mike Gallagher
Hey Students, just take that little eggheads and the need for "well- bursting. through the clouds.
.
Engineering students· have more
old sheepskin with the fancy rounded peOple."
Empl~yers are lc_MJki~g ~o~ job opportunities, the economy is
printing on it, telling the world
you're now officially and forever r~ume s or one page bfe h•stor1es · apparently on an upswing opening
civilized and educated and go out w1th ~efe~ences from professors up more jobs <however slowly) and
and preVIOUS employers. They trade schools are popping up
and pump gas.
If you're over 21, white and male, want to kn~w how well you've across the country.
good luck, ~cause you're on the performed m the past, how
So if you can't find that executive
bottom of the pile now. You may adaptable you are and how willing position maybe being a welder isn't
never see the inside of an executive to put in the little extra work for a all that bad. It may pay more too,
office with that official key to the little less pay.
but you need an "in" with the
john in your pocket.
·
If you go into a certai·n field do union.
· Affirmative action has broken not limit yourself to one specialty,
down the white male bastion, the unle~s· the market is screaming for
business world. The law might be people with engineering degrees in
the best bet for men but the market nuclear reactor safety.
is flooding out fast. Women make
The ability to adapt in your
up only seven per cent of the
~hosen field is now extremely
nation's lawyers and judges.
Their numbers are increasing, Important; say you want to be in
slowly but as State Bar Exams adyertising design or graphics,
become · more equitable for well, to get that position you may
minorities and women, the Pan- have to .sell advertising for your
dora's box· will open and white company, you may have to write
male dominance in the law field advertising copy and in the case of
a small company, be able to keep
will go the way of the Titanic.
.
·
Hey Students, you people with account books.
the high grade points-you're
When you list references on the
losing out too. Businessmen want application, be sure the people you
people with some experience and list are easily accessible for the
good recommendations.
·
prospective employer,· that the
The grades rank fourth and fifth reference is not the run of the mill
in polls on what businessmen look . "h'e 's a g.ood worker, she has a nice'
for when hiring college grads. The attitude," type ~f reference. The
high grade point people have lost people who witl help get you jobs
out, ·the businessmen think the are people who ~now you in' difstandards have gone down at the ferent ·capacities, from doing
·
· different jobs for them. For the
Universities.
Post-graduate wo~k may be your reference to hel~ yo~ get a job th~y
best bet if you have the 3.8 and th~ must be enthus1asbc about your
GRE's to go with it but even after ability to do the job-any job.
grad school the market may not be·
able to soak up somebody with
Once the rewards for a college
· your type of education.
educ~tion were obvious; four years
"Sorry son-ma'am, but you're at the U. meant more pay and the
just too highly educated for the employer came knocking on your
positions we ·now have open/' is d~r with an important position in
heard to9 often,by the people who~ .l1•s .company. Now, college ga·ads.
have suffered through grad schoo~. . are a dime a dozen and the em- ·
Behind the graCI's back the per- ployers are choosy. .
.

J

l'hoto by Dan Herrera

Henry Jaramillo, Jr.

Collecting Opinions
.l.s Really· a Polling

ICo.ntinued on page ,91
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~Employers Need Nudes & Nukes
;::!

By Harold Smith
The UNM Job Placement
<! Program in its hideaway niche in
, Mesa Vista Hall"lists everything
..c from a part-time job for a stable
~ hand to a full-time ·job for a
l: student experienced in running
·~ nucleur reactors.
Ci
Mary A. Schodorf, who heads
8 the program, ·said all a UNM
':;< student needs to do is present his
~ ID und her staff will guide them·
il: through the procedures to attain
<I) a job. All the available jobs are
• Z posted in a glass-encased board
c<~" on color-coded cards.
~
'l'hey are divided into three
p:. categories, part-time, full-time
and summer jolls,
Schodor( said, "Last year we
posted a total of 3030 jobs. The
total filled was 2135, or ap·
pro1'imately 200 a month.

·g

"In the· fall we have jobs
coming out of our ears. Employers seem to think that
students aren't here in the summer,"
She said S690 students
registered last year.
· Schodorf said a student has to
at least eont!!ct the employer af·
ter he accepts it from job
·.placement. If he fails to do so
·"he'll huve to have a real good
reason when he comes buck for
another job."
Schodorf also said they send an
evaluation card out to employers
9n each student employee. "If
they have a good one," she said,
"we can Xerox it off for them for
references."
Most. of the jobs posted
averaged around $2.50 an hour.
One of the higher-paid part-time
·;....:;-====-====~

-·" -. ·---;:::::·-:-,.:.......:.:======·

EXPERT RACKET STRINGING
24 Hour Service
from $8.50
Lessons

...

Avo.ilo.ble
b,Y
Chuck mcGuire

Tennf5h6··--o
RD~E

2901 Indian School
262-1691 .

IJndian Schoof & Girard)

Apri129

FINAL THOUGHTS

Is there really a final test or are we just getting
anxious over nothing! Does it matter that much·
whether I'm ready for it when it's given as long
as I plan to be ready sometime)
In the context of the school these questions sound foolish.
They are just as foolish in the context of life itself. We are
born, we <lie,· and we move in 'between. Tflere is a final day
in our lives; there are final decisions. We are not immortal.
God alone has the option on us beyond death.
"Then (Jesus) told them a parable: 'There was once a rich
man who, having had a good harvest from his land, thought
to himself, "What am I to do) I have not enough room to
store my crops." The he said, "This is what I will do: I will
pull down my barns and build bigger ones, and store all my
grain and my goods in them, and I will say to my soul: My
soul, you have plenty of good things laid by for many years
to come; take things easy, eat, drink, have a ·good time".
But God said to him, "Fool! This is the very night the demand
will be made for your soul; and this hoard of yours, whose
will it be then)" So it is when a man stores up treasure
for himself in place of making himself rich in the sight of
God.' " (Luke 12:16-21)
Roland iii<Gr•ll'>•• Campus Miniotor
United MinfMteries Center
1801 1.111 Lom1r~ N.E. • Phnne: 247.0497

..

For a -Sure Job

a

positions was $4-an-hour job for
a figure model. In the additional
information section of the ·card
the employer l.isted these
requirements for the model:
"Need a figure model who has a
good figure. Doesn't need to have
experience. This is for
photography. Could have chance
get
into
well-known
to
maga~ines. Modeling includes
nudes and semi-nud.es."
Other part-time jobs included
positions for cashiers, recep.
tionists, busboys, waitresses,
laborers, garden workers,
secretaries, PBX operators,
driver"education
teachers,
sahispersons, live-in companions,
stable hands, gas attendants and ·
security guards.
Full-time slots were for
secretaries, salllspeople, cooks
and office workers. ·
Displayed under the tern·
porary-job title were short-term
jobs for yard work, potting plan·
ts and workin'g on an electric fence.
Summer jobs were just as
div'erse. Positions were open for
lifeguards (must have WSI), a
·camp director, a helper in running nuclear reactors (needs ex·
perience)
and
a
recep·
tionist/typist (must type 50 words per minute) .
The typist's wage was $390 a
month.
Schodorf said there is a big
demand for yard workers in the
spring and summertime. ·
She said most employers call
by telephone since the program
is listed in the telephone book's
yellow pages. "There is no
charge to the employer or the
students," she said.
The phone numbers and
locations of the jobs are not given
to the students until after they
register, Schodorf said.
Now a separate unit, the jobplacement progrJ.lm used to be a
minute part of the career services program four years ago.,
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By United Press International

Alianza Challenge· Rejected
WASHINGTON-The U.S; Court of Appeals has rejected a
challenge by the Alianza organization to the awarding of a new
license to KOB-TV in Albuquerque by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The three-judge court ruled the FCC. did not . abuse its
authority in granting the new license," which will run unt l1977.
The Alianza claimed KOB failed to devote enough broadcast
time to affairs of Spanish-speaking minorities in New Mexico.

Grandest Open-Pit Mine?
WASHING'l'ON-Bur~aucratic

assumptions made by two Interior Department divisions led to Exxon Co. U.S.A. awards of
three leases for uranium mining in the Grand Canyon without
Exxon conducting the required environmental impact studies.
An Interior Department spokesman said the leases were
issued last Oct. 1 by the Bureau of Land Management after con·
sultation with the National Park Service. Officials in each agency
apparently assumed the other agency had taken care of- the
required environmental impact studies, the spokesman said.

'peep Throat' Exposed
"Rolling Stone" magazine identified former CIA operative
Robert Bennett as "Deep Throat,". the key source used by
Washington Post reporters Robert Woodward and Carl Ber·
nstein in exposing the Watergate cover-up. Both Bennett and
Woodward denied the story.

By Harold Smith
If your all-encompassing goal
in attending this University is to
find a job, make lots of money
and climb the career ladder, your
best bet for success is five-fold.
1) You should be an
engineering major;
2) You should have a 3,5 GPA
or higher;
.
3) You should have a master's
degree, or maybe eveh a doctorate;
4) You need to be aggressive,
gung-hoand motivated, and
.
5) You should be a woman
(there are ways to change, you
know).
Not everybody who comes in
to UNM's Career Services center
in Mesa Vista Hall has those kind
of credentials, but those five
aspects are what is in most
demand by prospective employers.
James W. Palmer, acting
director of Career Services, 'said
engineering graduates have continually held the top spot the last
four or five years.
Palmer said employers still

Work-Study Lacks Funds

rely heavily on grade-point
averages for weeding out' candidates. He said, however, that I
certain employers look at the inBy Lynda Sparber
Sandoval said he expects students will just
dividual more. "The insurance in_Due
to
la~k
of
funds,
all
work-study
employees
report
b~c~ to their employers July land continue
dustry is more interested in the
will
be
termmated
for
a
six-week
period
beginning
.
~1th
theJr
JObS, Ju)y lis the beginning of the OCW
individual," he said.
May 16.
f1scal year, thus marking the refunding of work·
George Sandoval, director of the work-study
Tina Ludutsky, a career adstudy.
visor,said so many more poeple program at UN.i\1, said a few student workers may
:·A lot of kids are going to get hurt," Sandoval
are earning bachelor's degrees be kept on the job, but only if their work is essens~Id,, but added that the program was lucky it
today that it could mean "jobs tial.
d1dn t run out of funds sooner.
that used to require bachelor's · Sandoval said he is hoping that some of the
L~st year, the University's work-study program
now require master's" and so for- departments will be able to pick up the students on
recerved the largest funding in its history.
either a full-time or part-time basis during the time' However, Sandoval said, a large part of that
th.
money went to the Summer Youth Employment
Ludutsky said, "Jobs are between May 16 and July 1. ·
"Every year, the federal government has
program and "we didn't get the fiscal-year sum we
available.. It's just, more comexpected."
petitive. Students are going to allowed us to overspend our budget," he said. This
year,
however,
the
government
has
decided
not
to
There were also 450 more students on workhave to- work harder to get jobs,
study last year than the year before. The $15,000
and that's a reason they shovld allow the program the estimated $250,000 needed
to pay students.
to $16,000 the program expects to have left in its
come here for. help.
There are about 1200 students on the workaccount May 15 would only finance the program for
Being a woman, especially i!
two days, Sandoval said.
woman in a technical field like study program at UNM. Sandoval estimated,
The Short-';!'erm Loan program may be able to
engineeriQg, gives one an ex- however, that only about 600 to 750 employees will
h~lp some students during the job freeze, depencellent cfhance to find em- be affected by the terminations because of the
dmg on the 'lUmber of students repaying their
ploymenL Affirmative Action number of students graduating, leaving school or
loans by May 15.
program$ are prevalent _among going out of town for the summer.
the larger firms now. Palmer said
one UNM woman engineer
received 10 offers in a time when
Prescriptions filled ~
multiple choices are scarce.

Cl\SEY'S

:Bean Bag. Village
Quality Bean Bag Furniture

HAR~&SOFT

Couches
Lounges
Love Seats
Discs - Chairs
Hefills
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee

.

'tl

P>
OCl
~

Opticians &
Pharmacy

Ali Takes It EasyMuha~maa Ali and challenger Jimmy Young concluded their
preparatiOns today for Friday night's heavyweight title bout in
Landover, Maryland.
The 27-year-old Young worked three unimpressive rounds and
was tagged repeatedly with left hand leads by his sparring part·
ncr.
The ~ha~p, meanwhile, took it easy and passed up sparring,
·
preferrmg mstead to work on his legs.
Ali presently weighs 231 pounds while Young hopes to tip the
.
scales at 211 at tomorrow's official weigh-in.

Students Laid Off 6 Weeks

.JO" olf with this ad

.7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299·1295

CONTACT
LENSES
<>Ciea.n & Polish in our Jab
. "Large selection of solutions
"All kinds of prescription
glasses
1 DAY SERVICE

Lenses replaced
.
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Carter Grin Wins Again
. P~ILADELPHIA-Jimmy Carter gained new momentum in
h1s bid for the Democratic presidential slot with a solid win in the
Pennsylvania preferential primary Tuesday.
"We're going to win, win on the first ballot" Carter told
cheering supporters.
'
By gaining 35 per cent of the popular vote, Carter won over the
opposition of organized labor and a line-up of Democratic leaders
who had patched together a stop-Carter movement in an effort to
1
h
sow t efront-runner and keep the race open for a late entry by

--~~~n~,~H~u~b~e~rt~H~u~~~====~~~~~~~=

Try Our New Mexiean Food%
-

Hall
You need something to·
stretch your budget. The
ReJ'idence Halls have maintained their dollar value and
continue to be a wise choice.
RflfJm and board materials
are available now for the
next year ·and the S1tmmer
Session.

Linens
Laundry - Pay
Plans - Advisors • Room
Options - Near Ctasses ·
Someone To Talk To
Comfort • Near Swimming
Pool

......

Be the first to enjoy the new furnishings
planned for Hokona and
Coronado.

You have noticed the
frisbee and playing field,
basketball cou1·ts, Hokana 's
new grass, paved parking
It> ts - We would like to men"
ti•m the libmry and classes
and student services just.
down the street.

Best.

The worst thing ab •Jut
cooking for yourself after
going to class is having to
eat it. The wrJrs t thing
about having a friend cook
for you is clea,ning up
afterwards.

RESIDENTS
QUALIFY
FOR
PARKING PERMITS AT $13.50
HALF THE FULL PRICE!
Convenience • Acad.emic
Areas - Dining Plans • Near
ActiviLies - Being With
Oth!irs · Hall Government The Cellar - Involvement
Someone To Talk to

Choice

* Speeia~s on Wednesdays
* Hoteakes Playing thrn May 8
* Bluetail Follow-ing
*·Water Mt Jug Baud on Sundays
'
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Letters
Editorials
OPinions

Perspective
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School and Work

·~
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~
:;:
cu

There are many educators who believe the new stress on the
practical applications of a college education is wrong.
However, people have to eat and feed their families and live nor~ mal lives once they graduate from the University system.
cu
This issue deals with what most of us want when we get out of
~ school and with the still sluggish economy jobs are getting hard to
P-. come by. The salaries will be less than many of us expected four
years ago when we entered college and we will have to live with
that.
·
Some of the graduates will find jobs rather easily, others may
find their diplomas useless and may pump gas for the rest of their
lives.
The word from the employers is persistence, if you don't get the
job on the first try keep trying; something may open up.
Part-time workers both off and on campus may find work easier
to get in the coming months but the termination of the work study
program until July 1 is bad news.
All we can say is good luck and good hunting. Don't give up.

\ 1 WISH YOU'D STOP MEDDLING gACK THERE~
tt er

Editor:
A new birth control pill is being
researched, and 75 local women
are being asked to volunteer their
bodies to test it. Granted, better
forms of birth control are sorely
needed; those forms which now
exist for women are either partially
ineffective or cause damage, often
fatal, to a woman's health. Also, a
new pill needs to be tested before it

I

0<//rf!NAt..
1!1-"lr'J

~

by Garry Trudeau
Toti/A!<I) 71/ATfNO, 7He IN{)5FATI6Aete liiJVOCATii HA:3 US&O At/..
NANN£/i!, OF HI5TRIONICS 7lJ IMPR£55 l/PON 71-/13 J/JRY 71-15 &XTliNT
TO WHICH Hl5 Ct/5NT HAO 85/JN

51/BJ!:CTG{) 70 PHYSICAL. ANO
/1/iNTA/..
AB/JSB.

i

IT TIIIJS CAM/J AS SMA/./..

CIIOS/3 70 ott/V&R 1/15
5f/MMAJ70N 70 71E .WRY

AT THB AC711ALSCetJe
OF PATTY'S CONFINt:MeNr..

!
1

Board

U11signcd editorials tepresent a
majority opinion 6f the Daily Lob()
Staf1. Air other colurilns, cartoOhs
and lettets represent the opmirin
of the au1hor and do htU n~cessarily
reflect the views of the staff.

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
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is put on the market.
So, the first step of the research
is done on clinical animals and
South American women. Both
equally expendable? To our poorer,
more oppressed sisters in South
America, it is, unfortunately,
nothing new to be "extensively experimented on" -they are female
bodies had cheap. The next step is
to test on U.S. women, and the dif-

Astaire Dislikes Dance'

• Nowhere in my previous letter did I challenge the ballroom
students' opinion of their teacher. A first•grader may like or dislike
a teacher, but is totally incompetent to judge the teacher's
capabilities. State laws, however, do the job for the children.
. Students might "like" the local garbage collector to teach their
h1s.tory _class, or a topless go-go dancer teaching chemistry. But no
umvers1ty would h1re such a person to teach without other
'
educational qualifications.

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher
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terence is $150 and probably better
health care for participating.
To those women who are going
to participate In the research,
among the many questions you
should ask the doctors, are:
1. If you should get pregnant,
will an abortion be provided?
2. What recompense ·will be
made if complications develop?
Read any releases you may have to
sigrr carefully. And the questions
to ask yourself are:
1. Is $150 and free birth control
worth risking your health for?
2. Are any humanitarian feelings
you may have about help in~ further
the research on birth control overshadowing the reality that you are
donating your body to research
that the pharmaceutical companies
will use to create tremendous
profits for themselves in the contraceptive market?
I

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Copy Editor
Ken Walston Katen Moses
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Editor:
As a former news reporter, I was
deeply disturbed by the way the
LOBO handled the April 7 student
election. In my view, 'the
newspaper did not give a balanced
portrait of the presidential can. didates nor of the election.
Rather than confine itself to one
endorsement of a slate of can-

didates, the LOBO ran its endorsement two days, April 6 and 7,
and, in effect, gave a third endorsement to its choice for
president, Mike Benavidez, by run·
ning an interview with him on the
front page on electionday, This interview, running 5 columns across,
was far longer than the other four
which were buried on pages 3 and 6

Editor:
Recently, a number of students have stated their ·ability to.judge
teacher capabilities-that "a good instructor is good ... because of
the qualities they possess."
All over the country, students are asking for and being permitted
to sit in on tenure committees. Will their presence be constructive
and helpful in improving our educational programs?
Or, will they also feel that student likes and dislikes should determine the hiring and firing of our professionals?
What qualities does this dance teacher possess? I noticed that
the students did not elaborate. What criteria are they using to
determine that the teacher is good? Sinee this issue may be a form
of precedent for the future of all our professors, 1 think we should
ask these students to support their judgment with valid criteria.
Tom Byron

of the paper.
I have nothing against Mike
Benavidez; I am simply asking the
LOBO to recognize its ethical
responsibility as the most powerful
organ of opinion at UNM, to give
every candidate a fair chance, and
confine itself to one editorial endorsement of a candidate.
As a final appeal for better election ethics, I would urge that the
LOBO be given a source of funds
independent of the ASUNM
budget. I understand that now it
gets one quarter of its funds from
student senate allocations. This
presents a clear conflict of interest,
because the LOBO, in order to get
favorable action on its budget
request, could easily be tempted to
endorse a candidate in return for a
v.ote for the desired funds. Ethics
demand that this situation be
remedied.
Mason McCracken
Graduate Student in
Comparative Literature

.

Tht•rr nn• .'il'V<.'rul summrr labnr.nlory position
o)lening.r; with ihl• Minority DiomNli('nl Huppurt
Jlrogl'a!Jl, All minority scit.•n<'l' studNitR' hHt•rChted
should call Lh; Monlano, 5223_, or <'Oml' to rm, 351,
School of Jth•rfiL•ine.

-

New Mexico

DAII"Y LOBO
Att<.•nti~n dorm resid(•nls: Dt.'adlinl.! for fall

r<>m•wrtls Is MliY 5.

~IJUan• d:111dt~g- with tht• Wagon Wlu.•vl5 Cluh
this and t•Vt•t'y 'l'hur.'iday nighL 7 9 p.m .. rm 176,
Johnson <:ym.

Dnnct• Fri., April30, fiJ•.m., Cellar.

NCJ-10 will prewnt two films Fri., April 30, 1
p.m., rm, 250(', !-llTJJ. "Mi Patria OcupadJJ." .and a
film on Pal('stinr will ht• shown.
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Airfares starting at i318.00

Academic Express
300 South Beverly Dr.. No.207
BeveriJ,J Hills, Calif. 90212
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will be shown in the SUB THEATER
at 10 AM and 12:30PM on Thursday,
.
April 29. fi'REE!!!
Sponsored by Student Activities
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lcmning pillar of .:onsmncy inn chnnging
ll'lJrld, tlw ~,l._.;,ign of
the ;,chomwr b lost
hack in die dim pqst of Scan·
ditl<tl·ian glass crnltsm:m.,hip.
Umil lt-\95, it rem;tim·d nanw·
less, when Au:>tralinn snilor'ndopted it ns tht• regLihHion
hl't'rquantity for ytnmg seamen.
!A 3/-f pint mug was toomttc·h;
;i 1/Z pint glass toolittk·. I So dw
wasp-wmsr. bottom-hea I')' tm·gbss was christL'Iwd \l'ith th1.•
nmne uf a 5h(p midwny heti\'L'L'Il
a nmer and a fl'igatc.
Tlw :>chotll11.'1' hasn't changc•d
a lot. And neitht•r hns. Olympin
Bt•er. lt\ still m;tdl• with prL•mium
ingredknt!i nnd n ht•ritngL' of
brewing l'XIx•rience thai rwwr
ch:m~-:cs. A great lx'l'l" dol''n't
changl'. Olvmpia never will.
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Bc..:r dne~n't J.:l'l anv lx•ltcr. •

and make the bed.
Rates are very competitive with apartments
dnd UNM dorms. Come by and look us over and
make· your summer and fall '76 reservations now .

.

Sports Editor .
Tim Gallagher
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Maid service -- linens -- we do the cleaning

.... '

243-2881
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All the food you can eat, no worry
about food prices we do the shopping
and the dishes.
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This fall you. can leave your car
no gas, no commuting, walk to class.

Subscl'iptimzs start immediately!
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buildings, all floors.

.\'t•u· .\h .rit'll /)uilrl f,,,f1u
t·x~t Jlu<c 20
l"ulo,.t•r.sil,_. uf S(•\\ :'.1t•?\it·u
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Cooking -- Cleaning -- C.ommuting
The College Inn is ·coed in both
The New Mexico Daily Lobo will
be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this sl!mester for $6.50 or for
two semesters plus weekly
during the summer session for
$10.00. Subscriptions may beplaced in Marron Hall room 131,
or may be mailed to:

1'0

Wednesday Free Film
Rescheduled!!!

A void the three ''C"s

Invitation'

Business Manager
Harry· Chapman

"'d

Coed & Well Fed

GracioTusstor~h

If the. football coach teaches the wrong rules of the game the
team w1ll never be a good, winning team. If the swimming in- Editor:
stru~t_or knows only ~he general idea of "how to swim," it may be
As a member·in-good-standing
suff1c1e~t for ~he be~mner, but where would we get the. swimming . of the "white race," I wish to take
team, d1vers, hfe sav~ng, and other aspects of swimming?
this opportunity to express my appreciation to Senator Rick Lopez
. ~red Astaire has previously acknowledged publicly his complete and Mr. Kenny Armijo for their
d1shke for any form of ballroom dancing. Any mention of his name gracious invitation to Fiesta.
I truly recognize their supreme
in regard to this issue, is irrelevant. It's like saying that Paul
effort
to attract not only myself but
Newma~ is an emperor, just because he has portrayed Napoleon in
other
members
of the "white race"
the mov1es.
by their earnest attempt at a diversified schedule of events. I feel
Students need tea_ch~rs who can make classes enjoyable. This proud that over $7000 of the
combinati?n is the ideal that our schools are striving toward. The student money was "donated" to
doctorate 1n P.E. does not make a ballroom teacher, but neither will such an open and objective festival.
cherry-flavored cough drops cure pneumonia, even though they
However, there is one more point
might be more enjoyable than the penicillin shot .. I would hope that I wish to stress here: Would it be
the P.E. department would give us the ideal combination-a cer- possible to also "donate" money to
tified teacher in the subject of ballroom dancing who can also make a Berlitz Spanish course so we of
the "white race" could better unit ''fun."
derstand the "enjoyment and
educational" philosophy on which
this Fiesta is based?
Velma Harrison
Stephan Shriver
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Editor:

11/R0//6/IOUT THIS AR/)//005
TRIAL-, P. t/!5 8Ait5YE Sll?A:n:eY
HAS 85&N 7D .::t:.m"~Y MS.
1/CMSTA5 7}15 VICllM Of R$/.tNTLE55 0/JRESS, IUHICH BeNT
HE!/? MINO IN7D 7HAT fY AN
IJNWJmNe
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Questions for Women & Birth Control Pill

. It is our usual policy not to include campus news stories in
feature issues. Feature issues have a specific purpose: to entertain
and inform by focusing on one area of student concern.
However, the protest action taken by a large number of University students during the UNM Board of Regents monthly meeting,
Wednesday afternoon, is such an important campus issue, we
decided to run the story as soon as possible.
The students protested the increase in tuition and the new admission requirements, which are two of the most important issues
facing students right now.

DOONESBURY

* • • •

Student Likes and Dislikes
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Feature Policy
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Election Coverage Disturbs Fqrmer Writer
f,

Editorial
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303 Ash
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Degree No Guarantee

Heed fo s~ a:t ltoh-1£-?
Few Jobs for A&S Grads
.1/e JJeli -ver !
d

** * *

* *'

*

*

Plus Special. Guest Star:

Pablo C•••tise
ltluy 4tb ut S:OOJ•·ltl·
UN.ltl At•enu
Rcscncd Scat Tickets
Available At:

~ * * ·* * * * * * * •
PROPOSED GSA BUDGET 76-77
Passed by ·the Graduate Student A~sociation Council on
April 20, 1976; To be voted on by the graduate students
at large, on May 7, 1976.
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Dean Nathaniel WollmaTJ
If they try everything, they can get

a sense of what they like or don't
like."
· Wollman said the present group
requirements are "not the best we
can have, but with further thought
and study, we can improve on
them."
'!'he College of Arts and Sciences
offers a "degree for an education"
or "preparation for more
education." A person is not
necessarily ready for a career
related to the field he studies,
Wollman said.
Fields in the humanities such as
literature, history, and philosophy
are "not traditional fields where
one. goes out and gets a job directly
related to his major right after he
obtains his bachelor's degree,"
Wollman said.
Also, a person does "not become
a
recognized
physicist,
psychologist or working economist
with just a bachelor's degree."

i\ttt>ntion ltl'rtllh

~r:i<'Jit·t•

studt•nts! Pl('fiSl' help

lift> today by donnting .11 plnL or blood. Tlw
llloodrnohih.• will lu.• at IICMC srrond fioor l:th
'l'huro.;day, 11:30 ;t,m. to 5:30 J•.m.

S:lVl' :1

Jcol:tmi<" :-:;o<:'it•ty mt•t•tq for I·""riday JIM)'l'r at

Gt•t

fin af..;·-

m

danrJnJ.{ bdor(•.:.
ni..:ht. Hm. JUl. C':trlio;;IC' G,.·m <tt 7

~OilH'

~·ridr,~·

hallrucHII

JI.IU.
Sign UfJ nuu. ·fur _\rt-.. ;md ('r,lrt" tahl(•..., duringVi(• .. li! ('all :.!.i''i' :;u~~l.

Fm·

1A(i";.60

1.100.00
6011.00

l~ohophoto
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On the other hand, some fields
are "easier to get jobs with just a
bachelor's degree, "particularly
the sciences such as chemistry or
geology or the communication
fields such as journalism and
speech and communicative
disorders, Wollman said.
Jim Palmer, acting director of
Career Services at UNM, aides
students in finding jobs. He said
the job market· for liberal arts
students is "not too good." Palmer
indicated there are no real
statistics availabl~ on just how
many students in the· College of
. Arts and Sciences find jobs
because many don't register with
the center and if they are
registered, tht;y don't always
contact the center about their
employment status.
Palmer said the job market for
•
liberal arts majors is not too good
because these students have "just
a broad-based background,"
whereas students "prepared
specifically for certain types of
jobs" are more likely to find one.
Recruiters through the Career
Services Center recruit mostly
people in engineering, education or
business fields, Palmer said. Only
about 10 per cent of the recruiters
call for any type of major which is
included in the College of Arts and
Sciences.
He said the reason for the small
percentage of recruiting for this
type of major is because many
liberal arts students go to the
employer and there is no need for
employers to go through such
costly recruiting.
Palmer said the jobs are out
there, but it takes "a person with
initiative and ambition" to get
them. Recruiters don't come to·
liberal arts majors, "they have to
go to them," he said.

p.m. in th<' Alunlni Chnprl. Tht•rt• io;

ORGANIZATIONS:

;;.t~~:Uinnal

ByJoLopez
The College of Arts and Sciences
is "not a vocational school," but is
devoted to providing its students
with a broad education, said
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of t~e
College of Arts and Sciences. · ·
Wollman said the College is "not
· considered to be a professional
college even though some majors
· require · professional training"
such as journalism and com·
municative disorders.
"Most students come to college
looking for a degree that is a
~ertification for a job. This is a
terribly unfortunate thing for
them. We are trying to help them
learn what they would like to do for
a living·."
Also, he said, "We are not trying
to just give them an education, but
a good education-designed to
teach a person how to evaluate the
world in which he lives, and learn
how to deal with the problems he
faces as a citizen. In a democracy,
an intelligent electorate is
essential."
He said there are lots of important decisions to be made and a
citizen that is to act responsibly
must have plenty of knowledge. He
should also "have knowledge
entirely apart from just how to
make a living," Wollman said.
'I'o get this great depth of
knowledge, students in the College
of Arts and Sciences are required
to take a variety of courses. Since
most of these students "aren't in a
position· to make adequate
judgement of what courses they
should take," Wollman said the
College has group requirements
which guide them.
He said these students "haven't
experienced enough to know what
they should have. It's common
knowledge that people are afraid of
the unknown and comfortable with
the familiar. If we allow students
to take what they want, they will
lean towards the familiar. Then we
would have failed on our pm·t to
expose them to all these new fields.
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KUJ\!M Jockey
Spins Out Alone

By Lynda Sparber
Summer offers the best 'chtance
By Harold Smith
for students to qualify for unem)!'rom 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Monday througli Wednesday Dave Nereson
ployment benefits, said. a
sits behind the KUNM mike.
' ·
spokesman of the New Mexico
. On this particular Tuesday Dave played disc joJ!key as usual, He Employment Security Commission
fhc)l:ed SWitches, checked dials and answered the request line. All
(ESC).
this, while Mike Oldfield's Ommadawn spun on the turntable.
In the Fall and Spring semesters
N~reson ,said, ''The most important thing about being a jock is
it is difficult for students to provemakmg sure what yo)l think is going over the air is what is actually
they are actively seeking full-time
going over the air."
wor~ unle.ss they have shown they
Dave, who ha~ been a DJ for the UNM·based FM station the past were able to work full-time in past
four years, conf1derrtly followed the logbook. Unlike the AM style, semesters. Students not attending
Nereson identified the station and broadca~>t the PSAs (public service summer school, however, have no
announcements)in his quiet,low·profile voice.
conflicts to inhibit full-time em"AM stations arc different," he said. "Their jocks go to radio ployment.
·
scho~l. They learn all these stupid phrases, or they have a card file of
Florentino Montoya of the ESC
one-hners .
said students on work-study and
"Mostly what we do is tell the audience about the records· what related programs, such as stay-in'
they're about, who they're by, and we read.PSAs."
school, would not qualify for
While Dave. worked in the. main control room, the station's benefits because the money earned
newspeople and production staff were taking over their new offices in is considered a stipend, not a
Onate Hall. Jackhammers already pounded outside KUNM's old SUB salary.
basement stronghold.
However, students who have
Besides the flashing lights, tape cartridges and transmitter equip· worked part-time off-campus
ment, there seemed to be always someone in the booth besides Dave.- during the last year may qualify
Oliver Wrath, a KUNM newsman, passed th.rough. He threatened to for unemployment if they earned
strangle anyone who revealed his real name.
enough money in certain quarters
Then the station manager, Paul Mansfield, came in. He sat down on of1975.
· the stool next toN ereson 's console. a .
The ESC is currently considering
Paul was in the process of emptying KUNM's SUB offices, but he the four quarters of 1975 in their
was also worrying about the possibility of going off the air if his San·
evaluation of benefits. A person
dia Crest gear is not repaired.
must have earned at least $400.74
Mansfield said the radio station had been in the SUB since its inception in the early 1960s. But Mansfield said he doesn't mind moving in one quarter and $100.19 in
another to qualify for the minimum
to the third floor of Onate.
Nereson, the chief announcer, continued to hold down KUNM's last amount of $16 a week.
Montoya warned that some
toehold in the SUB. Alone now, he talked about the DJ's "suicide"
persons
may be entitled to benefits
shift.
to receive them if
but
not
eligible
"I've fallen asleep a couple of times here working at night," he said ..
are met.
not
all
the
requirements
",Usually if there's somebody out there they'll call up." In the mean"'!'he
basic
concept
is
not based
time the 2 a.m. KUNM listeners had to listen to the click, click, click at
on need. It is based on the
the end of the record.
eligibility
for benefits," Montoya
"It's weird sometimes here at night," he said. ''There will be
said.
nobody here except for the SUB night watchman, and he'll walk in and
Under the new Supplemental
scare the shit out of you."
Assistance
Speaking of shit, that, ,md.a few other words are forbidden to come Unemployment
program
many
persons
who
from the lips of a jock over the air. Dave said, "In the interest of art a
worked
at
jobs
not
normally
(music) group can say it, but the DJ can'tsay 'fuck' or anything." .
Nereson said he decided to get his license and work at KUNM considered to fall . under the
because "I was into music a lot. I had a friend down here and he in- unemployment aid plan (such as
·
troduced it to me."
"Most of the DJs down here,'' he said, "just like inusic and want to
introduce people to music they've never heard before."
As a matter of faet Nereson said KUNM jocks "try to~ filter out the
requests that can be heard over AM or the jukeboxes."
Then Ncreson leaned over to the foam-muffled mike. "This is
KUNM, 90.1.''
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1 case tequila

J75.00
114 Kegs S5o.oo
need 2 do!::J notice

Student's attending vocational
schools such as 'l'V-I are considered to be actively pursuing
work and have less trouble
qualifying for benefits than UNM
students.
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NI'W Chrome! R1ngs

Tun~·Up Engine

New Rod Bearu19:t
GnmJ Vi.ilves
Remove C'.lrbon
Al1gn Rods
Now Gaskcl

MAJOR

$16950

Free Estlmolt.•s
Full Pru:c, lJlbOt

& Pdrts · Engtnc
Cond1110n Plnmntmq

TUNING

Clult:h Adj.
S!cermg Adj.

Brake Adj.
New Po1nt, Plugs

T1mmg Adj.
Valve Ad1.

~ rburei or
01l Change

AdJ.

Clean Screen

AND
CLINIC

THE
Not. an authorized dealer.
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BEETLE~
3610 SECOND N.W.
345·3271
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and not very
expensive
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I hrmu~h r··~i"<lr~llion fur a o;J'Il;tll ..um dl'l.ui., '''
fulln~.
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b~J

at the hP.:orr.h

mouma:1ns ..
a g-as m vour r.ar
ready for a good time iit
gren1 •n the

GSA
$(•trt't:Lry•••_.... • • . • • , ................ , ••••••••••• , •••••• , •••••••• , •• , , $-l,kOO.OO
Nt•\\-'Sit•ttt"r, OHi('l' Supplirs ...... , •• , .•••.•••••••••••••• , • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • 1,000.00
llnndhook •••••••••••• .- •• , ••••••••.•.••. ~ .••. ~ ..•• , •. , ••• , • • • • • • • • . • • • • .
500.00
}~tfU("ot('ional GrrttH~:

t,rt'sidt'tlt ••.•••••.•••••.•.••••••••••.••.•••.••••.••••••• ~.I ..... ~.. . .
('hairftt'rMn ••••••••• , •.••.••. , ••• LROO.OO
AdminislraliV£> i'\ssistaht<i ....... , .......... : ......... ~ •.•..•... ,.......
5°JJ offlt'(' rt•tltal. at'<"Olinlin$! (t'C'. ~ ••• , ................................ , • • • • •
Pro-i'nt£<d 1l('Mfit~ ld"partml·nt:\1 allot:Uiclli!i-.1. •.•••••••.••• ,., •••• 6,000.00
Contiltg('Hcy.. , .••.••.••••• , ~ .................. , ••••••. , ••• , , ••.•••• , • • •

:r.ooo.oo
l.KOO.()()
2•. mo.on
2.900.0{1

U.ooo~oo
I .0~ R.·IO

l'at(y .• ' .. ' .... ' ..... "' .................. ' .... ''' ....... ' ....... '''.. 1.0!10.00
!Suh!olall
$24,H8.40'

GRAND TOTAL*

559,870.00

You must be a graduate student and have a valid LD. to vote.
Voting Places will be at the SUB Lobby, Law School, Farris
Engineering Center, and will be open 10 am - 4 pm on May 7.

T-Shirts nnd Tnnk Tops

home or away ..

I'm a SUJJer pottabl<! 3 BaM
(AM FM PSS;
Radio With TV, the 3050

ate at

fronuvc

The Newly Expanded

Genernl Store
latgest clothing store In the university atea

111 Hnrvnrd S.E. (ncross from UNffi)

Cume to lhe Hi·Fi Hcwse, furo me on,
take IT'IC home~ let me keep you with itl

Discover 'the \Vorld of Backpacking

z ·3011 Monte Vista NE'~ 255-1694
0
1-~

Just east of Central & Girard, near l)NM
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I'm fun!

<,t'(l•rJ

t't• h;U"J..L~rnmultH

•
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•

me on

:tn (;P.\ ami

•

15.5 Gal. Kegs'

Come turn

'l'(•;,wlwr t!villti:Uiurll-.o;C"t•kin~ tlt'W l'hairpr•r-.un.
Shutrld ht• fwtt• fnr traininJr thi~ "'ttntmt•r. Pn(Oitinn
i.;_ p;:tid •.\ppJ,y at Studt•nl (;nvL •witt.• 2-12. ~rB.

">t'tllllf"l,tlu-. h,\ 'J·;all UliH. \-~~~ 1.-lt.\ St·hunl.

fro1t1

farm · workers) may qualify for
benefits if they are unemployed,
Montoya said the best guage to
use in determining whether or not
you qualify for benefits is to check
to see if taxes and FICA fees were
·deducted from your paycheck.
Chances are slim for collecting if
nothing is deducted from your
paycheck. ESC also considers the
employee-employer relationship in
the applicant's work history.

Tequlln
Sunrise
Kegs

rNding t•vl'r,y ~und:1y .:tftt•rnoon. Intt•rl'dt•d JWr
sorr-; \\'<'l('mnt•. Jo'urthl'r in Co t"al1277 52:17.
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Unemployment Aid
Possible in Summer
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if they knew all the things that
need to be taken into con·
sideration."
She also said the Regents were
given no information prior to the
meeting and said she "didn't like
to be put on the defensive or in·
timidated."
Also <It the meeting, the
Hegcn ts deferred action on the
f'\turlrnl. Standards and G~ievan
0

cc Committee, a proposed amen·
dmcnt to the ASUNM con·
stitution, so UNM Counsel Peter
Rusk can review the document.
Hask sa.id the amendment
"commits
to
adjudication
processes any complaint a
student might have."
Regents Jaramillo and Austin
Roberts both said the document
was too broad.
'l'ho Regents also;
-Heard 11 status report on the

Solar Energy Eesearch Institute
site proposal;
-A~cepted a Clinton An-.
derson bequest of books and
$25,000;
-Agreed to the partial use of
Coronado Monument as a state
pnrk;
-Approved a lease can·
collation for Delta Delta Delta;
-Reworded· a labor·
management relations policy;
-Approved the establishment
of a Taos bank account for th'e
Harwood Foundation;
.
-Approved improvements at
Win,rock; and,
-·Approved faculty contracts.
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Out of 40 or 50 homes, an average of four persons are willing to take 1'0
the poll. Many are not willing and many more are not 11t home, Met- q~·
zger said, In an eight-hour day, an interviewer C&n l!omplet.e an t"'
¢
average of four to five questionnaires, he said,
c:r
0

"Some people open their doors, say 'No opinion,' ;tnd,slam it in your P>
face, Others say, 'About politics? They should string 'em (politicians) 't:i
;::.:
all up!'" Metzger said.

.,
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Minorities Assisted
By Affirmativ~ Action
By Ellen Robinson

Friday
&
Saturday

Last
Tango
In Paris

POOR~_MfiMS

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONI: 255·3239

SUB Theatre
7 & 9P.M.

ACROSS FROM THE LOBO THEATER

Metzger said opinion polling isn't a bad job, but that it "loses its •
<a
novelty after the first day or two,"
-'l

....

~

Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass

$1.00
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Photo by Dan

By Bill Barrett
Spring of 1974 was pretty
desolate for me. Except for a brief
stint at a pizza place, where I
shocked the manager by refusing
to shave off my beard for $1.60 an
hour, I stayed broke and unemployed ... so broke that I decided I
would take any job I could find.

and tapped me on the shoulder.
Would I like to be a sander at an
auto painting place, "Sure," I
thought, "right now I'll try
anything."

I was introduced to a man in a
suit who drove me to his auto shop.
I was immediately put to work
Since I didn't know very much under Frank. Frank was really
about finding jobs, I often went concerned with efficiency. He
looking in the wrong places. One of wanted to make sure he got his
the places I should have avoided, money's worth of labor from all of
but through ignorance didn't, was us. After all, he was paying $2.10 an
the downtown office of the New hour. So whenever someone
Mexico Employment Security · stopped· or slowed down, he would
Commission. Two or three days a come over and yell words of en·
week I would faithfully trek down couragement.
there, and spend an hour or two
looking at all the job listings on
No breaks. That was just a waste
their microfiche viewer. Welderof
time. Unless you smoked.
minimum
10
years
exSomehow
or another he understood
perience... Ph.D
required ... will
the
nicotine
craving. So I took up
accept trainee. (They always had
smoking.
"will accept trainee" for the jobs
I don't think the tobacco hurt my
which required a Ph.D.) Nothing
lungs
very much. I figured that
that my degree in philosophy
they were coaled with the same
qualified me for.
metal dust from sanded down cars
One morning as l sat staring at that covered my body. Even an
all the likely prospects, one of the hour in the tub couldn't get it all
employment counselors came over off.

DOONESBURY
GINNY, I

by Garry Trudeau

MI/5TSA~
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Big Bells

New ffiexicOtn Food!
4310 C~ntral S.E.

SKI TOURING

Tht• Sl!uil•nL {'tH.tnril for r;x:<'cptional Children
mc<'tsThutsduy 7:30p.m. rm 2iiO·B,C, strn.
RHJll' Syrnposiurn-Mny lp1t 9::30 a.m. to ·1 1•.m.
in tht• Kiva. SpC"akN·s nnd dio:;ru.<;!'ilon group.o;, rhild
t•nrt• availnhl<', bring a lunl'IJ, I•'.rt'<"
Islamic Sorlt.•ty mt't•LS cv.cry Friday for Joma's
pr.ay nt t.h~ Univcrsit)' Ch'npcl, 12:2~p.m.

..~,

• -.

~~LES-

SNOWSHOEING
EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING
RENTALS- CLINICS- GUIDE SERVICE

TRAIL
HAUS
since 1967

Nf:w Ammss
256 9190

1425 A Snn Mnt£"o NE
fNorth of J~omnsJ

Summer Intensive School June 23-July 18 38hrs.

'Mind Relaxation Through

MEDITATION

IJ/IIAT's
50FVNM:
P!!Of6SSOR?

\

taught by Usharbudh Arya, DLitt.
Discover the Nature of Self and Consciousness through Meditation
This intensive course will explore the philosophy of the Upanishads1 the
Bhagavdd-Gita, and other Hindu-Buddhist traditions. Practical applications of Yoga Psychology will be discusse? in relation to emotions, dependency, conflict, and pain. Methods of deep relaxation on~ meditation,
altering emotional tone using respiratory rhythms, and changing body lon·
guoge through posture will be covered in depth.

Study with a true teacher of Meditation ...
Usharbudh Arya, D.Litt.,.Sanskrit scholar, philosopher, and direct disciple in the 35 century tradition of meditation, is the founder and director of
He&,Ht:£1
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IF YOU

ACTUAUY

1110/tl!
I

Saturday; May 1st: Leo Kottke and Hoyt
Axton at the Convention
Center. ·
0

shop

Two dollars and ten cents an
hour isn't enough to make me put
up with horrible working con·
ditions <~nd a boss who has no
respect for any of his employees.
Not surprisingly, they let me go
after four days. Some jobs are
worse than being broke.

Instruction will focu~ upon giving each participant a thorough understanding of the philosophy, psychology, and practice of meditation.

15.50
2120 Centr.al S.f.

Gondola Lounge
Lunch Special

•

ll£3£;,

men's

H:t•rrt•r;~

Sound Mind Sands Bodies

H&E!

lobo
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"It's like you're the governor sitting there," he said. "The governor ~
·should go public-opinion polling for a day or two."

Thursday
Sweet
Sweetback.'s
Baadassss
Song

Snt, \~ S1111,

2:2:J,·it·ll.fl:rt!M-. !1: 17
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IC(lntlnul'd from p:1gl•ll

Progress in UNM's Affirmative Action Program still needs to be
made, said Jean Frakes, who is on the Affirmative Action Advisory
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Committee, Wednesday.
.
Frakes said, "The most unsatisfactory indications are in the areas
of blacks and Native Americans, You don't need the statistics to see
the results. They aren't visible. It's sad and agonizing ... sad for us at
the University and agonizing for those trying to change things."
Titles VI and IX are part of the Affirmative Action Plan and
operate Qn the same premises with one exception; Affirmative Action
covers only employment, whereas Titles VI and IX encompass other
areas as well. The titles essentially reiterate the Affirmative Action ·
Plan.
The Affirmative Action Program is a conglomeration of several
leg:d points. In principle, the Affirmative Action Progr11m was
created to eliminate discrimination and to try to overcome the effects
If Ill 1111 IIU IIIU 11111111111111111II IIIII 1111 11111111
of past discrimination.
Affirmative Action went into full swing at UNM when a $6 million
contract came up for renewal in February 1976. HEW reviewed em·
ployment practices at UNM and found some things that weren't·
satisfactory. '!'he Univer,sity was then given until May 1 to make the "'
necessary revisions.
When asked ilbout progress made at UNM, Frakes said "I would
like to say a lot of visible progress has been made. In a university of
this size and complexity it is difficult to get the Affirmative Action
Plan written and into action. It takes a long period of time. My gu~ss
would be that there has been progress iii the last five years."
On July 21. an e~aluation must be completed for HEW, sizirg up the
way the Untv~rsity has dealt and will deal with the provisions of
Titles VI and IX.
'l'hc prop<•r <·hannl'ls for the diff<•rent faelions of 'fitles VI and IX
have
bc•cn established at UNM. For t>xampll', work studv falls undl'r
7&9&11
financial aids, and stud<•nt t>m'ployment is treated equa!Jv across lhe
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
board.
·
Th~ Affirmalivl' Action Plan has devised how .to rerruit people for
~h<• apphr~111t pool at UNM. TlH're are diffel'(•nt procedures for hiringtO aradl'mic and non·arademie fields. Advertising for faculty and non·
faculty positions is now centralized.
'fhc.submission i~ P'eb~uary t~ HEW has revised the faculty·hiring
gUidelines. The AffirmatiVe ActiOn Advisory Committee is currently
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~r~e~co~n~s~id~e~r~in~g~'n~o~n~·~fa~cu lty hiring guidelines.

THE
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Monday; May 3rd: Janis Ian on interview
with Jim Ladd ·-· 9 PM

Wednesday; May, 5th: The KMYR Concert
Series Presents a superb Allman Brothers
Concert from our rnre' tape library ••. 9 PM

ZANE BLANEY: KMYR and "THE PUBLIC AFFAIR"

the Meditation 'Center in Minneapolis, Minn. He was trained in the techniques, philosophy, and psychology of meditation from early ch.ild~ood and
is on expett in Raja-Yoga, including all known systems of med1tot1on.
Teachers and counselors trained by Dr. Arya are applying yoga techniques
in chemical dependency treatment centers and hospitals, and several professional conferences have been sponsored by the Meditation Center, the
University of Minnesota, and the Minnesota Chemical Dependency Assn,
Dr. Arya is a disciple of the Venerable Swami Ramo of the Himalayas,
whose guidance directs his life and teachings.
For Information, call or write: School of
Meditation, 2664800 P.O. Box 4250, Albququerque,
New Mexico 87106
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Danton's Death

~
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( ) For Appointme. nt Call
Ron Cisneros

255-3279
2914 Central AVE., S.E.
Closest Sclu·ing shop to UNM

:Sometimes Terror ,s_ Just Living
Georg Buchner is now
recognized as the first truly
modern playwright. In the three
years before his death at age
twenty-three,
Buchner
revolutionized the theatre, His
themes and techniques were
nearly one hundred years ahead·
of their time.
Buchner's Danton's Death,
written in 1834, is called by John
Simon "the greatest first play
ever written." The play depicts
the reign of terror during the
French Revolution just prior to
the ·establishment of the first
republic. Fascinated by the
bloody violence of the period as
well as by the twisted idealism of
the revolutionary leaders, Danton's Death becomes a dramatic
treatise on the futility of trying
to change man's destiny. Like
Buchner's masterpiece Woyzeck,
Danton's Death is pervaded with
the idea that there is no such
thing as free will, and destiny is
'Pre-determined.
'£he vivid realism that marks
all Buchner's work is especially
horrible in his depiction of the
Jacobin Terror. Buchner has
taken many of Robespierre's
lines from speeches made to the
Jacobin Club. Danton's character
(although
less
accurate

historically) is a brilliant portrait Pinnel, Rick Razo.
of a man who realizes he is
Danton's Death is running at
doomed and refuses to try to stop the Experimental Theatre in
the inevitable.
repertory with Chekhov's. The
The Theatre Dept.'s produc- Seagull. The schedule is as
tion of Danton's Death is direc· follows:
ted by UNM senior Ralph Danton's Death: Friday at 8:00
Adkins. Adkins is using dance, p.m. and Saturday at 2:30p.m.
slides, sound, special effects, etc. . The Seagull: Thursday at 8:00
to heighten the effect of the play, ·p.m. and Saturday at 8:00p.m.
This production features Chris Admission for studel)ts is one
Reddington, Barry Paine, Jan dollar.

When the Job fs Never Good
"Working"
By Studs Terkel
A von Bo'olcs/$2.25

*

[II • • •, ••
1602 Centro.! S.E.
~. (2 81oc_k~ West of UNffi)

.........
. 7202 meno.ul N.E.

SALE!

*

*

Review by Mike Gallagher
Eric Hoffer, the longshoreman philosopher, once
pointed out that there would always be the dirty
menial jobs to do, and there would always be
people needed to do the dirty jobs.
However, Hoffer missed one important aspect in
his proposal: people will never be happy doing the
dirty menial jobs, and Studs Terkel's Work.Sng
illustrates the depth and breadth of job dissatisfac·
tion in this country.
This lack of job satisfaction may be the source of
the many problems our society faces now, from
political apathy to t~e nation•s hunger for violence.
The dreams expressed by the people Terkel in·
terviewed illustrated a longing for many things-a
better life, a wish to be remembered and a wish to
contribute something important to the society.
It is the last wish which I found heartening to
read. The apathy is in most cases a conscious act
rather than a lack of knowledge.

Terkel, in this fine book, found the simple act of
dreaming and wishing heartening. It showed in
many ways that people are not dead yet, though
they may spend their lives working in jobs which
Terkel called "a Monday through Friday sort of
dying."
But there.are many terrifying revelations in this
book-the lack of concern and lack of pride many
people have in their work led one auto assemblyline worker let cars roll by without tightening
bolts. It was the worker's way of saying, "I am a
·
human being.''
There are bright spots-the fireman who knows
his work is important, the stone mason who looks
at his work with pride and believes each job offers
a new challenge.
·
As in Division Street: America· and Hard Times
Terkel simply lets the people he talked to express
themselves, He intrudes very little into this work,
allowing the individuals to stand alone and
together in their pride, their search fol' fulfillment
a··d in the torture of their often tedious, dirty and
hard jobs.
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Takata

10 Speeds

S99.50

Complete with thorn
resistant tubes and Kickstand.
(when your present bike is beyond repair, or if you
don't have a bike, stop by to look at our extensive
line of the world's finest bikes.)

BASEBALL for a buck ....
BEER for two-bits!

25c BEER NIGHT
Friday, April 30 - Albq. Sports Stadium
Albuquerque Duke vs. Phoenix
GAME TIME: 7:30P.M.
TONIGHT ONLY - College Students $1.00 with I.D. Card
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NM. Wastes Recruits
It's that time of year annually designated for· all college coaching
staffs to scour the nation in their efforts to recruit good, young
basketball talent. Like most major schools, UNM has excellent
recruiting years; yet, I must say that after witnessing just thre·e
years of Lobo basketball, no other school in the country does a better
job of wasting recruited talent,
I'm referring .of course to the three unwritten rules adopted each
year by Norm Ellenberger that not only stifle recruited 'rreshman
· talent, but also ruins all available player talent. Rule 1 is typical; All
freshman players shouldn't expect to punch the game clock for more
than five minutes per game. This rule is strictly adhered to each year
and represents one reason why this school will never recruit a talent
the caliber of a Moses Malone.
Rule 2: If a player really thinks he's got talent, it might be a good
idea for him to stick around campus for his junior year; this is
precisely when Ellenberger will begin to take you seriously-more
playing time, Plus, at least now you've got a respectable chance to
crack the starting line-up.
. Rule 3: Let's say you've fif\ally proven yourself on the court-you
score, you r-ebound, you hustle. Most players who fit this description
need a lot of playing time to develop consistency as well as effectiveness, but don't look for the opportunity here-Ellenberger's
greatest thrill during a game is to continually break player rhythm
and concentration with his insidious, illogical player substitutions.
How really effective will Ellenberger's recruiting be this season
when he failed to even recognize let alone materialize talent on his
own bench.
Don C. Baker
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Baker is not a membe.r of LOBO sports staff.

Fern ·Netters Begin
Intermountain Play
The UNM women's tennis team
will begin play in the Inter·
mountain Conference· . matches
today in Provo, Utah.
The women netters are currently
fourth in the conference behind
host Brigham Young, Arizona
State and Arizona. The team's
record is 9·7 and it might have
improved that last night with a win
over BYU.
Tournament play will continue
from today through Saturday.
The number one singles player
for New Mexico is one of

SUMMER RESIDENT
CAMP
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
l 1 o!lili41mo open for counselon at 2 site!!:
Ct!dar llillt 'fe,.;as and l•.attsline. 'feus
1•rogra.m t-mphusls on: llorsebafk ridlng 1
swimmlng, :sporls and games! ou1door skills.
Opening~ also ror:
l'nit l.eaders, J•rogram Uirector, Uuslnes~
~tAnager, \\'alerrronl Ulretlor- Nurse 1
llorscrna.nship lJirt•clors, and Tripping Co·
Onlinator~

F'or mnre informa1ion and applicaliOils
fonlacH

THE CAMPFJltE COUNCIL
OF METROPOLITAN
DALLAS
5415 ~lapJe t\Ve •• Suite 308
J>ailas, Tuas 75235
or call: 214·li3fl·2240

Brooklyn's
finest,
Therese
Sullivan. Sullivan's record is 9·7.
Other players are Leslie
Holmquist, JoAnn Boehning,
Mindy Serwood, Monica Mac Vicar
and Linda Kopriva.
Helen Harbert combines with
Boehning as the number-one
'doubles team. MacVicar and
Sullivan are the second doubles
team and Holmquist and Sherwood
are third.

''It's a real zoo out there," Lobo
ba,seball coach Bob Leigh said, and
he wasn't talking about the
Democratic National Convention.
Leigh was remembering the
Arizona State fans in Tempe where
the Lobos and Sun Devils will play
a three-game WAC series begin·
riing tonight and continuing Friday
and Saturday nights.
The Tempe fans are known as a
rather rowdy and boisterous
group. "It's only a small group, but
they're really gross," Leigh said.
"Actually l enjoy them. I give it
right back to them. Two years ago
I threw peanut shells up into the .
·

Daily Lobo

has kept his starting line-up the
same, but announced a possible
change in the pitching rotation.
Pat Beilsmith (6-4 overall, 1·2
WAC) and Rob Hoover (5-r, 2-0)
will start the first two
games-that's nothing new, but the
third game starter might be. Jack
Wilson (4-0,0·0) threw eight relief

Le1gh said that although
''Hollywood" Joe Pistono is in a
slump, he will remain in the line-up
as the designated hitter. Pistono
was benched in the final Arizona
game and his replacement, Jerry
Tapp, slung the ball three times in
five at bats. Leigh said he took out
Pistono for making mental errors,
not because he wasn't getting on
base.

Sports

innings last weekend and alllowed
only one run and Leigh said the
Riverside, Calif. junior might start
the third game if he isn't needed in
relief during the first two. If Wilson
is forced into action in the first two

Accredited: American Bar Association
Member - Association of
American Law Schools

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
May 1, 1976 is application deadline
for first year students seeking
juris Doctor degree in 3-year Day
and 4-year Evening Program beginning
in September 1976.

for

Your Past Busines~
.
and
Good Luck and Great Sucess in your future.
To Future Seniors and Graduate Students:
Thank You for your business and
we hope to see you back in the fall.
Let Us Arrange Your Travel
Home or Wherever You Are
Headed For The Summer!

T·Bird Travel
3205 Central N.E.

Pre=La'v Discussion
FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

DATE:
MAY 4,1976

FOR APPOINTMENT <
OR FURTHER INFORMATION

265-5961

toom of Pepino's on Central)
Now Offers Complete

New ffiexicnn Dishes!

ALBUQUERQUE

109 Vale Blvd. SE 242·7888

Mon·Sat, 9 atn·6 pm

DUI(ES

The Triple A
Farm Team of
The L.A. Dodgers

TIME:

GONDOLA LOUNGE
(Another

The Sun Devils, whom the Lobos
beat once in a three-game series
two weeks ago, are a super team,
There's not a single regular hitting
under .325. The pitching staff also
looks major league with Floyd
Bannister (13-1, 1.36 ERA), the
best collegiate pitcher in the
country, Don Hanna 02·0, 3.22)
and Pat Gillie (6-1, 4.08) scheduled
to start the three games for the Sun
Devils.

McGEORGESCHOOLOFLAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

SENIORS:

Thank You

Randy Rima has been, on a
hilling streak over the. last eight
games. In that period, Rima has
gotten 17 hits in 30 bats. Tbe
Decorah, Iowa junior is hitting .410
overall and .355 in the WAC. Mike
Delmonico also had a good
weekend in Tucson upping his WAC
betting average to .353.
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stands at them.
"You think that's bad, the guys
from UTEP go up in the stands and
fight with them.
"They bring everything out with
them-beer cans, whistles, banners. You name it, they've got it.
Relief pitcher Scott Miltenberger
agreed with Leigh. Miltenberger
said, "They're really crazy out
there, but they're good fans. If you
make a nice play, they' II let you
know about it."
The fans in Tempe have a lot to
be rowdy about. The Sun Devils are
the number-one ranked team in the
country and they lead the WAC
southern division with a perfect 9-0
record. The Lobos (3·6) are third
behind Arizona (6-3), UTEP is in
the cellar with a 0-9 record.
The Lobos, who just dropped
three straight to Arizona in Tucson, will play each of the games
this weekend at,7:30 p.m. Leigh

games, Jack Hollis (3·5, 0-3) will
start.

oq

Served with Sopaipillas
4310 .Central S.E.

PLACE:
Reese Smith, Director
Career Services Center
University of New Mexico
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Uates: 15 cents per word perda)', one dollar
minimum, Adverlfsements run five or more
eonHecutive days with no changes, nine cen•
ts per word per day (no refunds If cancelled
before five insertions!. Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance,
Marron llall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque,N.M, 87131

·1.

PERSONALS

WOLFGANG JAitAMII.I.O-AStJNM Elt>clions
arC' ovt>r, when• wen• you whC'n we nt'eded you'!
Henriett:l. 4/30
IIAPPY BIRTHDAY DAitt,ENE Deni~ol:l, Mom
~.r!~~.!~!.~~-u ve!!:~u~h!_~"E!_ ___~_ ~=-_
MAHLON GATES: Your ny is opt'n. Love,
Kathy. 4/29
ifAl:t~R00~1 DANCERS WANTED for demon·
slration teams. Free training. Call 2654890. 4/30
~-·-· ~~~~----··~~~UOUSESlTTJNG tOUPI,E wJII housesit while
you are on vacalion·l'olice references availahle,
843·6476. 4/30
.
FEMALE WHITER WANTS to houst<.c:it house,
apartmC'nt hctween spring-summer sem~st~rs or
longer. Responsible. Susan 255-.1729. 4!29
-.ono..-=--•='"'-"""'-~-'--'-'--~-

BICYCLE RACES! Sunday, May 2. Sponsored hy
Police Athletic I.eague and KMYR radio. USCF
classes plus women's and men's Noviee races.
Prizes. Hegister· he hind Zimmerman I,ibrary at
12:30 pm. More infor_mation: 766-7669. 4/30
PEPINO'S on Ccntr:ll and the Gondola Lounge
now offering New Mexican food.. t.unthcon
specials daily. 4310 Central SE •. 4/:r!)
STUDYING, STUDYING, STUDYING
hut
flunking, flunking, flunking'! Call AGORA 277·
.
3013. 4/30
BELLY DANCING CI,ASSES $5 weekly at The
Blue Hare em, 255·1967. 4/30
WANTE[) TO HENT: a 2·bdrm house or apart·
ment (or visiting ArnSt Prof from 6/4·7/4. 2 kids,
excellent references; will pay up to $300. Call 277·
3929 or 27N\356. 4/30
KEGS-OKIE'S will meet all keg J)rices, SJl,cdal
1 discounts on 3 or more kegs •.Free 50 10 oz cups
with each keg. 4/30

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: SE'l' ora University keys Monday in An· WANTED ROOMMATE to share 2·bdrm apt.
thro Lecture Hall, Identify & claim rm !50 An· _ Close to UNM. $82.50, utilities paid· call a(tl't' 6:00
~ropoto.~Y.:, -~~~~~-- ~----·-~· -~--- · pm, 266·412~-·_4_/_ao_ __
~'0\JND: Sll,Vi'~U m;ISIII necklace April 27 at
SIIAIUJ !,AHGE HOUsg with two. Cycling
the Unlvmity tennis courts. Claim at 293· ~~_lance l'!_~~M $65 rn,~n~h~~~65,903_;!: .· 4/30 __
7540. 4/:JO
TWO BEDHOOM DtJPl,J•:X $160. 2 blocks from
FOUNI): CAME ItA in Coronado Shopping Ccn· UNM. 243-7532. 4/30
tcr. Describe and claim arter 6:30-Frank 294· }'OUR GAI,LUI' Marri~d wom(•n ll•nchl•rs need an
2377. 4/30
apartml'nt ncar UNM rampus for 2 months this
FOUND: JOSEPII A SIEGI<'RIED-your Univcr· .c:ummer. Call eollecl 863 6811 and ask for Bob
sity ID can h~ picked up at pool·Lif•!guard Zollinger. 4/30
room. 4/30
f'EMALE OR .MALE Hoommato to share house
1/2 block UNM, 262-0200. 4/30
FOUND: I.ADUJS' Watch near Carlisle Gym.
Describe & claim 256·9387, 4/30
FURNISHED 2·bcdro~";;j;;;;:t;m,~tlbi0ck rrom
""'=-'--..-.--- --~.:....:..--,-=--, .,.___.~.........,
FOUND: HJNG and Indies' watch, Identify &
campus. $160 pt>r month. Call 242·3394 for in·
claim University pool I,ifegunrd room. 4/30
~~matio_? after 4_11~...:_'!.:'~~ _
_·_ __
I.OST: WHrm, 1 1/2 years Shep/Husky male NEED TWO QUIET Female vegetarians to share
dog, Scar around !crt eye. Reward. 268·9280, 256· Sl'rcndipitous housl.'. $60 plus utilities. 877·
2282. 4/30
0920. 4/30
-~~~--~~--FURNISHED APAHTMEN'r W:llking distance
to UNM, ~120/mo, includes utilities. 898·
9347. 4/29
EXPERIENCED TYPIST Manuscripts, papers,
FURNISHEr).. 2-hl'droom aparlnll'nt, nic~ yard:
l'tc. $.50 dhl·spcd page. The Village, 3320 May 24-Aug t. Convenient location. $110/mo. plus
WyomingNE Apt. 201,296-4256. 4/30
·
utilities, 268-0453. 4/30
DIVOHCE BY PETITION, $36 plus filing Ice,
FURNISHED APT one bedroom $165. Come to
arranged by Para-Legal Service. Call 296·
12: Princeton SE Apt A aftl'r 3:00pm. .::.:::~
4977.4!30
NEED HOOMMATE Have apartment ••Jim 255·
VACATIO~.--~N-IN_G
__
?_W~i-ll~c~ar_e_r_o=r-y-ou_r_p_l_an~t-s_i_n-my
hefor~ 2 pm after 7 pm. $72.50 mo. 4~~
home or yours. Reliable. Experienced. 898·1950
CITY'S
!JEST one bedroom furnished apartments
evenings. 4/30
ror only $170, hills paid. Spacious, nicely fur·
-~------~-----------LSAT REVIEW COUHSE now forming for the
nished, carpets, dishwasher, disposers,·
July LSAT. For brochure and addition .in· refrigerated air, two swimming pools. 208-9
formation, call Professional Educators of New
Columbia SE. One block to UNM. Compare. 255·
Mexico, Inc. 842-5200. 4/30
2685. 4/30
11 ROFESSIONAL TYPIST IBM selectric. VARSITY HOUSE,I41 Columbia SE. Deluxe l·hr
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298· furnished apt. Twin or double. $165 includes
7147. 4/30
utilities. Adults only~ h6 }lets. 268·0525. 4/30
TYPIST: fast. accurate, knowledgable, ex·
perienccd. All types work. Complete home set· up,
IBM selectric. Ji11268·3640, 268-8282. :V30
EXt1ERIENCED TYPIST Rt<asonable rtcs. 292·
FLEA MARKET Rehabilitation Center ~uxlliary.
1285. 4/29
.
good junk, pots, plants, clothing. Saturday May 1,
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS by Charlie Romero,
9-4, 1023 Stanford NE. Jo'ollow signS' to
bargains, 4/30
'
2945 Wyoming NE. 293·6901. , 4/30

--·-·-.-e·-·-·-----
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3.

SERVICES

'!2?6

5.

and
i''AMOUS
QUIVIHA
BOOKSHOP
Photography Gallery is l/2 block from Johnson
Gym onCornell. Special order service. trn
EDITING, DisserL'ilions, theses, 898·3015. 4/30
PASSPORT, IDENTlFIGATION PHOTOS
Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM.
Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
NE, Un
FOit EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE with your
disserL"llion, speech, or presentation, call Harvey
F'raucnglass,- Professional Communication Scr·
.
vice, 344·8344. 4/30

4.
LOST: WE[) 21st small UNM spiral notehoo.k con·
tains speech nutrition notE!s. 345·1'726 •. 4!29
LOST: BLACK BRIEFCASE in vicinity or cast
parking lot near Law School. 277·453~. 4/30

- ..........

FORRENT

•

FURNISHED AJ>TS Effidcncies, 1 bdrm & 2·
bdrm,- utilities paid. Close to UNM, TV,,& dowq·,
town. No pels. 400 Maple SE, 843·7632. 9:30·2:110
& 3:30·7:00. 4/30

FORSALE

VOI,KSW AGON KARMEN GHIA, cx~ellcnt run·
ning condition; radials; good body. Price
negotiable. Call26s.7351. 4/30
1974 F1AT 124 Spider Sport, $3500. ($10() under
book) 898-4622. 4/30
CAMERAS, LENS, ACCE:SSORIES Kodak tilm,
chemical at student discount. 100 sheet hox Poly·
contrast RC, $20.25. Trades and huy. Wilson
Caihera5, Gunruflilcr, 3107 Central NE. 4/30
1972 DODGE VAN, ideal forcamping, PS, PB,
new tires, tinted windows, AM·FM, $2700. 2662859 ~rtcr 5 & weekends. 4/30
CAMI;ER 8tt. cllb·over, ~tove, oven, furnace, sink.
• • Best offer. Hurry 898-4125.' 4!30
lO·Sl'EED Btt<E. Italian tnade, silver. Great
shape. 22 inch frame. $50.296-6839, 4/30
1973 VW CAMPMOilfl,E;pop top, radio, stereo.
plus tapes. excellent condition, 242-9566. 4/30

J,ASER TUBE, l.5m\V HcNe $50, Call 831·
1706. 4/30
67 DODGE CORONET; nice, $300.25 in color TV;
astcal; $90. 1000 Sellers NE Apt 48 after
5pm. 4/30
HIGII ALTI'fUDE Wll,SON '!'ennis balls at $2.59

BICYCLE SALE; Save up to $50··~~~-~h~~ifr;~;;t_
European Bicycles, H.C. Hallett's, 2122 Coal Pl.
S.E. 8439378. trn
~-o~··---·-~~·---~

6.

EMPLOYMENT

~~'he ni~~~10p, 842~.!_~2_:_:1129_~-

VIVITAR ZOOM I.ENS, 85·205 Minolta mount,
excellent condition $130, 277·3328, 242·
43·16. 4/29
1970 VW FASTBACK,1968\IW.Bug.Private par·
ty. 293-4280. 4/30
SWAG CliNDI,(o~ IIOLI>f:Rs ro;-sale o;;-mall:
l;roduetion 76.1ndustrinl Education. • 4/30
HONDA Ct.-175 $350, morningsl(a{(' evenings
255·9341. •1130 •
AMERICANliNTERNATIONAl, YOUTH Hostel
pass sold-Canterbury Chaprl, 425 tlniversity
NE. 4/30
1975 750 KAWASAKI, ('XC<'IIt•nt, will trade, sell.
~!7 J~fferson NE eVC'nings, . 4129 .
EXCEI,I.ENT MINOLTA SRT 100 35mm, $140,
~~:r 5pm 299.3858~ 4/30
ElJECTIUC GIBSON BASS Gpitar, good con·
dilion. Call265 5495. $250. 4/30

----- ---- ·---

FOH SALE: 1975 1/2 Lon 4x4 Chevy. Black
w/burgundy interior. $1200 down, and assume
payments or will talk some other deal. Call 242·
6167 or see at 316 Spruce SS. 4/30
SEARS 8·track with AM·FM stereo/speakers,
$75. Paul299·5500. 4/30
DOWN SLEEPING BAG with collar for person
under 5'. Excl'llenl condition. $50, 247·8626. 4/30
1968 VW BUG, good condition, radio, best o(fer,
877-6226. 4/30
ELECTRIC
portable
SMITH·CORONA
typewriter, old but good, also used Italian hiking
hoots,size7men 10women.Call344-4353. 4/30
FOit CREATIVE HANDMADE clothing & crafts,
Hand Stitch Co·op, 2000 Central SE, 247-4498, 10·
6 Mon.·Sat. New members welcome. 1oo,u orr sale
4/26·4/30. 4/30
CORRAI.ES ADOBE oil 2 acres. 2 fireplaces,
beamed ceilings, 4·bcdroom, 898-93•1.7. 4/29
i96a GTO, 400 cu.in., automatic, good condition,·
will bargain. Sue 266·8809 nftl'r 6. 4/30
COLOR TV Big screen, name brand, take over pn.
ymer\L'i $7 per mo. Snvon, 3105 Central NE, 256·
3505. 4/30
NIKON J.', photomic cxceHI'nL condition $225.
Nikkor 200mm lens w/case $200. 877·0970 or 277·
2715. 4/29
.
STEREO CLOSEOUT Heel to reels, 8·lrack,
recorders, players, components, CBs. While they
last 40 to 50 percent off. Sa von, 3105 Central NE.
262·0637. 4/30
•

I'AHT-TIME HI-;LP Nt•l·d~d Immcdintl•ly to st•ll
racne tickt'ls for polltieal camp:1ign 10% com·
mission on all snl~s. Call262-1976. 4/30
_...,_,..._ ...... "----"- ---=

"~···-~

-----.o------6.'~-~~----....~......_

BEHAVIOR Ttn~RAI'IST NEEDS girl Friday.
R('ltllisitt•s or thl• joh a're Sl•nsitivity, trninahility,
tolerance. n~scrtivt•ness, flexibility. reliability.
and availability. Alsocxcl.•llent typist. Hours t to 5
~ily. Gr!~ ~~!nt P!:!'~t~~'!:.2G8-5881!-._ :~0 ~ ....
PART TIM I'~ WAITIU:SSI-:$ wanted, I'Xpl·~il'nccd
preferred. All ply at 5111.Mt>nnul NE betwt•en 5pm

·!

n~2~~~J~:._~I3()_~~--

.....~--~~--

~-··

C'Ot!NSEI.ORS, A & C. nature & camp rraft
specialist. 6 wk !Caitnna JCC Day camp In Man·
zar.os, July 6-Aug 13. Contact JCC daytime 266·
56·11, Ht>lh Ho~l·nsll'in 265·89-11, Roh Etig~on 255·

~~-14e~~~~!!:·-~!~~,.--~-~-____.:---~--FUI,h OR !'ART TIME help, either sex. Electra
Flyer liang Glidt•rs, 344·3444. 4129
PART TIME JOB dradu'ntc studl'nts onlv. Must
he over 21 yt>ars old, Need two "part ti~ll' I'm·
ployel's for day work. Also have position5 for
Friday & Saturday nights. Apply in prrson only,
no. phon(' calls pleas!'. Savl' Way LitjUI)r Stort•,
5704 Lomas NE. 4.'30

7.

TRAVEL

IT'S HAPPENING ••• Fahulous Flights to Europe
· lsrael. Europa Travcl·study. 510 W, Sixth, Suite
401, Los Angeles, C:tfifornia 90014, tel 1213)·188·
9934. 4130
FI.Y TO HAWAII on Ct.ntinen!al's. DC-10 for $189
round trip. Ihtercontinental Travel Service, 107
Girard Blvd. SE, Suit" I., 255-6830. 4/29

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

REGISTERED STUDS-Chihunhun, Pekinese,
Poodle. 877-4395. 4/::10
PEI'INO'S on .Central and the Gondola Lounge
now offering Nt>w Mcxirnll food, [,utlchcon
spcdnls daily. 4310 l':entral SE. 4/30
FOR ~·ooD used stereo, recorders,
guns, cnmerns, enlargers, photo
items, portahlc TVs. Gunrunnl!r, 3107 Centrnl
SE. £4/30
CASU

typewrit~rs,

....,.:-----.~-

BANJO KITS. Write ror free catnlog. Stewart·
SINGER MACHINE not claimed, I.eftin layaway,
Mli~Dona!d Mtg., Box 900BR Athens, Ohio
equipped to zig zag. Pay $28 nnd take ,mnchiM.
~~7.~_!1.29
Savon,3105 Clintral NE. 262·0637. 4/30 . · " ~· .. NEED MOfH~LS ror new wedge hnir cuts. tnlt:Jire
BICYCIJE SPRIN(; TUNE:ut• Speiiat· $6, lt.C:'.,.._ rtl Tijl•ras Hnir Company, 5208 .A Constitution
Hallett's, 843-9378. Hn
NE. 4/30
------~----~~-

..

